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Henry Parker Britland IV is wealthy and worldly - a beloved former president who, still youthful, is

enjoying early retirement. His new wife, Sunday, is beautiful, smart and seventeen years younger

than he, and has just been elected to Congress in a stunning upset victory that has made her the

darling of the media. Henry and Sunday make a formidable team of sleuths - and never more so

than when they set out to solve crimes occurring among their friends in political high society. When

Henry's former secretary of state is indicted for the murder of his mistress, Henry and Sunday

suspect he is taking the fall for a crime of passion he did not commit. But why? With cases ranging

from a crime on the presidential yacht to a kidnapping that brings Henry back to the White House as

he races against time to unravel the plot, there is never a dull moment for the ex-president and his

bride - or the reader.
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Henry Parker Britland IV is wealthy and worldly - a beloved former president who, still youthful, is

enjoying early retirement. His new wife, Sunday, is beautiful, smart and seventeen years younger

than he, and has just been elected to Congress in a stunning upset victory that has made her the

darling of the media. Henry and Sunday make a formidable team of sleuths - and never more so

than when they set out to solve crimes occurring among their friends in political high society. When

HenryÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s former secretary of state is indicted for the murder of his mistress, Henry

and Sunday suspect he is taking the fall for a crime of passion he did not commit. But why? With

cases ranging from a crime on the presidential yacht to a kidnapping that brings Henry back to the

White House as he races against time to unravel the plot, there is never a dull moment for the

ex-president and his bride - or the reader.



This was four stories of the same characters in one book.But does not like Mary Higgins Clark?you

got to know the characters in the first story,so you already knew them in the next three.The book

brought me back to years ago reading the reader's digest condensed books and of course the my

gal Sunday stories were very slow written.

This is a very different book to read. Many different scenarios to follow. Found several misspelled

words and words that didn't follow the sentence.

This book is poorly written. It needs a proofreader to correct all the spelling and incorrect words.

This does not even seem to be written by Mary Higgins Clark. She has always done a much better

job. Perhaps her age is getting to her. That may be why she seems to only be coauthoring books

now. I am surprised that her daughter and her publisher allowed such a travesty of her work to be

released.

I liked the book however, the typos on the Kindle version were terrible! I am used to a few typos in a

Kindle version but the fault lies there in this book. How can you type "clown" instead of "down"?

That was one of the more interesting ones. 5 stars for Marry Higgins Clark and 0 stars for the Kindle

version. Doesn't anyone proof the Kindle books?

GREAT

I was somewhat disappointed this book turned out to be a small collection of different short stories

with the same characters involved. This did not provide the time to develop any complex story on

each, which is quite unusual for Clark's mystery books. But I still enjoyed reading them.

A collection of short stories meant to carry you away to a world of the rich and famous. Light hearted

intrigue, romance with just a touch of mystery, perfect reading when you are Inbetween novels.

Reminiscent of the old Nick & Nora Charles stories, but set in modern day. Now we know what a

young newly retired former President of the U.S.A. does with his time, albeit with a little bit of help

from his former cabinet, CIA, Secret Service and his Gal Sunday. Amazing how quickly you get

results with some added clout.



There are so many typos and mistakes in here that it actually distracts from the story. This was

obviously never proofread.
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